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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to two dimension-
al display systems. More particularly, the present inven-
tion relates to fault correction for non-working or dam-
aged pixels of such light modulator arrays by optically
displacing selected rows of light modulators.
[0002] High resolution display systems based on dis-
crete two dimensional arrays of reflective or transmissive
elements (visually recognized as "pixels") are used in
portable computers, LCD multimedia projectors, high
definition televisions, flat panel displays, and virtual re-
ality eyewear. As compared to conventional scanning or
projection devices (e.g. cathode ray tubes or video pro-
jectors), such devices operate at low voltages, making
them power efficient, and generally do not require long
optical paths for operation, making them space efficient.
[0003] However, widespread adoption of such devices
for consumer display systems has been hindered by low
manufacturing yields. A typical two dimensional array
(using, for example, LCD’s that control light transmission
or micro-mirrors that control light reflection) may have a
million or more discrete elements, with failure of only two
or three elements making the display system useless.
Even worse, initially operable two dimensional arrays
may degrade in performance due to pinpoint screen dam-
age, electronic failures, or mechanical wear and stiction
problems. Particularly worrisome are display driver or
mounting defects that can cause entire rows or columns
of elements in the two dimensional array to simultane-
ously fail.
[0004] US-A-5 504 504 discloses a method and display
system for reducing the visual impact of defects present
in an image display comprising an array of pixels. Each
non-defective pixel is selectively operable in response to
input data by addressing facilities between an "on" state,
in which light is directed onto a viewing surface, and an
"off" state, in which light is not directed onto the viewing
surface. Each defective pixel is immediately surrounded
by a first ring of compensation pixels adjacent to the cen-
tral defective pixel. The compensation pixels are imme-
diately surrounded by a second ring of reference pixels
spaced from the central defective pixel. The addressing
circuit-determined value of at least one compensation
pixel in the first ring surrounding the defective pixel is
changed to a corrective value, in order to reduce the vis-
ual impact of the defect.
[0005] What is needed is an apparatus and technique
for providing fault tolerance in two dimensional light mod-
ulator arrays of reflective or transmissive elements used
in display systems. Fault tolerance should allow for failure
of single display elements, multiple display elements, or
even failure of multiple rows or columns of display ele-
ments without appreciably diminishing display quality.
Preferably, fault correction in such a fault tolerant system
can be accomplished dynamically, and failure of array
elements may even be corrected in real time.
[0006] According to the present invention there is pro-

vided a visual display system comprising: a light source,
a visible display surface, a two dimensional light modu-
lator array having a plurality of light modulators arranged
in a first row and a second row to modulate light from the
light source, with light modulated by the first row present-
ed as a first row of pixels on the display surface, and light
modulated by the second row presented as a second row
of pixels on the display surface, and at least one optical
element adapted, in a first state, to direct light modulated
by the first and second rows, respectively, to first and
second rows on the display surface; and, in a second
state, to direct the light modulated by the first row to the
second row on the display surface; the at least one optical
element adapted to periodically switch between a first
and a second state so as to compensate for a failure in
at least one of the second row of light modulators.
[0007] Two dimensional row and column displacement
by various mechanical or optical mechanisms is within
the scope of the present invention. For example, light
modulators arranged in a first column and a second col-
umn can be positioned substantially orthogonal to the
first row and second row, with the first column at a first
column position with respect to the fixed substrate and
the second column at a second column position with re-
spect to the fixed substrate. The movable element can
then displace (mechanically or optically) the first column
from its first column position to substantially occupy the
second column position, as well as providing for row dis-
placement for two dimensional movement. For example,
the same virtual pixel can result from the periodic display
of four physical pixels that are sequentially moved into
position by displacement of the physical pixel array one
pixel leftward, one row upward, one column rightward,
and one row downward back to the original position.
[0008] Because of ease of manufacture, predictable
performance, and durability, arrays of microelectrome-
chanical pivoting or deformable mirrors controllably mov-
able in response to applied electrostatic or electromag-
netic forces are preferred for reflective displays. Such
mirror systems are commercially available from Texas
Instruments as part of a Digital Mirror Device (DMD) col-
our projection system. Alternatively, switchable diffrac-
tive light valves such as developed by Silicon Light Ma-
chines, Sunnyvale, CA may be used. In addition, displays
based on ferroelectric, electroluminescent, or twisted
nematic liquid crystals can also be used. Also suitable
are displays that can directly switch to an appropriate
transmissive gray level without requiring use of time re-
solved gray levels such as needed for bistable reflective
devices. Generally any device capable of modifying gray
levels with a frequency exceeding about 10HZ, or more
typically, with a frequency between about 100HZ and
1000Hz, whether directly in response to variable analog
current such as with liquid crystals, or through time based
techniques such as employed by digital micromirrors or
diffractive light valves, can be used in the present inven-
tion.
[0009] Embodiments of the present invention and com-
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parative examples will now be described, by way of ex-
ample, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which:

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of an exem-
plary two dimensional light modulator array attached
to a fixed substrate by an intermediary movable el-
ement to allow for controlled physical displacement
of the light modulators in row or column directions,
with the light modulators being electrostatically ac-
tuated bistable mirrors or liquid crystal light absorb-
ers/transmitters that modulate light projected from a
light source, but which does not form part of the
present invention;
Figure 2 schematically illustrates a gray scale light
modulator array (physical array) for modulating a
variable intensity light source, with the light modula-
tor displaying a virtual pixel array, with a single de-
fective light modulator resulting in a dark display pix-
el, which also does not form part of the present in-
vention:
Figure 3 schematically illustrates the light modulator
array of Figure 2 physically displaced by a single
column to effectively share light between the dark
display pixel and adjacent pixels;
Figure 4 schematically illustrates the light modulator
array of Figure 3 after image rescaling to adjust im-
age intensity of remaining pixels to match the shared
greyscale intensity of the dark display pixel and the
adjacent pixel;
Figure 5 schematically illustrates the light modulator
array of Figure 4 after light intensity rescaling to pro-
vide a desired greyscale intensity approximating the
gray scale background of Figure 2;
Figure 6 illustrates a light modulator array physically
displaced by multiple columns to effectively share
light between the dark display pixel and several ad-
jacent pixels;
Figure 7 is a light modulator array physically dis-
placed by in two dimensions (such as the illustrated
rectangular movement) to effectively share light be-
tween the dark display pixel and several row and
column adjacent pixels;
Figure 8 is a flowchart schematically illustrating mod-
ules used for implementing a light modulator failure
compensation system;
Figure 9 illustrates an optical oscillatory pixel dis-
placement system in accordance with the present
invention; and
Figure 10 illustrates an alternative fault tolerant light
modulator array projection system in accordance
with the invention, having multiple redundant rows
or columns to substitute for non-functioning light
modulator rows or columns.

[0010] Figure 1 is a schematic, partially broken away
view of a fault tolerant display system 10 (which does not
form part of the invention) capable of supporting mech-

anisms for mechanically or optically compensating for
failed, defective, or intermittently operating pixels in a
display. For teaching purposes, Figure 1 illustrates both
a transmissive display system 20 and a reflective display
40 supported by a movable element 14 on a common
fixed substrate 12. As shown, the transmissive display
system 20 includes a row and column array 24 of light
transmissive display elements 28 to selectively transmit
or absorb light from a light source 22, while the reflective
display system 40 includes a row and column array 42
of pivotal mirrors 44 that selectively alter reflective direc-
tion of light from light source 50. However, as will be
appreciated, a given display will usually contain either
transmissive elements (such as a conventional active
matrix LCD projector, LCD display, or ferroelectric fluid
display) or reflective elements (such as a digital micro-
mirror disclosed, for example, in U.S. Patent 5,535,047
to Hornbeck), although certain embodiments may com-
bine transmissive and reflective elements for operation
(e.g. a stacked transmissive/reflective display using
LCD’s and a selectively deformable sheet mirror as dis-
cussed later in connection with Figure 10).
[0011] In operation, each display element 28 in the light
transmissive display system 20 can be selectively con-
trolled to absorb incident light or allow its transmission
to an image sensor such as a viewer’s eye (either directly
or in conjunction with intervening projective optics, mag-
nifiers, or reflectors, not shown). In Figure 1, absorption
of an incident light ray 32 by an absorbing display element
26 is shown, as is transmission of an incident light ray
30 through a transmissive display element 28. Each dis-
play element in the display system is designed to switch
between gray scale states in response to control signals
sent by control electronics 90 (which can be patterned
on the substrate through conventional electronic photo-
lithographic techniques as illustrated, or as a separate
control module interfaced with the display through ap-
propriate control leads). As will be appreciated, various
conventional light absorbers, ferroelectric fluid displays,
LCD displays, or other known light display elements sup-
porting at least two or more light transmissivity states
(eg. 256 gray scale) can be used in the present invention.
[0012] Gray scale images can also be produced by
controlling the bistable position of each pivotal mirror 44
in the light reflective display system, with each mirror
selectively controlled to reflect incident light to an absorb-
er (not shown) or allow its transmission to a viewer’s eye
(again, either directly or in conjunction with intervening
projective optics, magnifiers, or reflectors, not shown).
In Figure 1, ray 58 illustrates reflection of an incident light
ray 56 from light source 50 toward an absorber (not
shown) using a mirror 48 pivoted through some angle.
Reflection of an incident light ray 52 from light source 50
toward a viewer (or projective optics, not shown) is illus-
trated by light ray 54 reflected from an oppositely tilted
mirror 46. A suitable position bistable mirror (operated
with electrostatic actuators) for the present invention is
described in U.S. Patent 5,535,047 to Hornbeck. As will
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be appreciated, alternative reflective display systems
can be employed, including deformable mirrors, mirrors
operated with electromagnetic actuators, or any other
conventional reflective system known to those skilled in
the art. As with display 20, switching between light ab-
sorbing and light reflecting can again be controlled using
control electronics 90.
[0013] Switching speed for display elements of any of
the foregoing devices will generally be in the millisecond,
microsecond, or even nanosecond range, depending on
the particular display architecture. Advantageously, use
of high speed switching techniques in conjunction with
inherent temporal smoothing of a viewer’s eye (or other
light integrative image sensor) allows for generation of
gray levels using high speed switched bistable devices
(stable reflective/ transmissive or non-reflective/absorp-
tive), with the portion of time that each display element
is switched to reflect or transmit light being proportional
to the perceived gray level. For example, if the critical
light flicker fusion frequency for a viewer is about 60 Hz,
a display element switchable at 6 KHz could switch about
a 100 times between a light reflective and a non-reflective
state without appearing to flicker. By adjusting the pro-
portion of time in each reflective/nonreflective display
state, the bistable display element can be used to gen-
erate a gray level display. By use of coloured light sources
and such high speed switching it is even possible to use
generate full colour displays such as disclosed, for ex-
ample, in U.S. Patent 5,592,188 to Doherty et al., as-
signed to Texas Instruments, Inc. Alternatively, systems
of coloured filters can be used to provide colour, as well
as gray level displays.
[0014] Unfortunately, in practice it is difficult to manu-
facture large arrays having hundreds of thousands, or
even millions, of the foregoing high switching speed dis-
play elements without at least some individual display
elements being uncontrollable through mechanical or
electrical failure. To compensate for such failures, it is
possible to include a mechanism to physically displace
rows or columns in the display array in response to sig-
nals sent by control electronics 90. As illustrated in Figure
1, this mechanism can include the movable element 14,
a piezovibrator capable of independently moving in two
orthogonal directions as shown by arrows 16 and 18. In
alternative arrangements the movable element can be a
one dimensional piezovibrator, a movable linear stage,
an angular arm, or any other conventional mechanism
for periodically moving transmissive system 20 (or sys-
tem 40) through a distance. Movement is generally
through a distance corresponding to integral multiples of
each row or column distance in the array 24 or array 42.
For example, in one arrangement, the movable element
14 can physically move a certain distance sufficient to
allow each row in the array 42 to occupy for a brief time
the position of an adjacent row. Alternatively, in addition
to adjacent rows, the movable element 14 can be oper-
ated to periodically displace a each row in the array 24
(or array 42) by two, three, or more rows with respect to

its initial starting position with respect to the fixed sub-
strate 12. As an extension to one dimensional movement,
and as illustrated with respect to Figure 1, the movable
element can displace an array 24 (or array 42) in a column
direction, as well as in a row direction, to give full two
dimensional movement.
[0015] Compensation for failure of individual or multi-
ple display elements in such a fault tolerant display 10 is
best described in conjunction with Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5,
which shows compensation for a single failed display el-
ement 124 in a schematically illustrated display 110. As
will be appreciated, although the following description of
operation is based on a portion of a single row, pixel
displacement can be arbitrary, with row displacement,
column displacement, angular displacement, displace-
ment in pixel blocks (using, for example, combinations
of row and column displacement) being used. All func-
tioning display elements are shown in a light transmissive
(or light reflective) state, with the failed display element
124 being in a light absorptive (or light non-reflective)
state. In addition, it will be appreciated that the arrange-
ment is not limited to substantially square or rectangular
display pixels, with circular, elliptical, hexagonal, or other
suitable geometries constituting contemplated alterna-
tives. Because of wide availability however, typically an
array of rectangular display elements arranged in a rec-
tangular grid are used (e.g. 1024 rows by 768 columns
of rectangular display elements).
[0016] For ease of illustration, in Figure 2 only a portion
of a single row of display 110 in the vicinity of the failed
display element 124 is shown. The display 110 can be
transmissive, reflective, emissive, a combination of
transmissive and reflective, or any other display archi-
tecture able to provide high speed gray scale adjustment
to individual pixels. The display 110 will typically include
a two dimensional array of display elements for trans-
missive or reflective display of an image. To aid in un-
derstanding, Figures 2 through 5 show a variable light
intensity source 114 and a one dimensional partial sec-
tion of a two dimensional physical pixel array 120 con-
sisting of an array of display elements 121-127 (including
failed display element 124). As will be appreciated, even
though the following discussion is made in terms of gray
levels, by use of fixed or movable coloured filters, col-
oured emissive displays, or other suitable colour produc-
ing mechanism, correction of faulty coloured display el-
ements can be achieved.
[0017] Display elements 121-126 are each controlled
to display a white pixel in the absence of unintended dis-
play element failures, while display element 127 is con-
trolled to provide a gray pixel (e.g. by time modulation of
bistable reflective or transmissive elements, or direct
gray scale presentation with LCD’s). The display ele-
ments 121-127 collectively provide a virtual pixel array
130 consisting of the pixel image of display elements
131-137 developed by application of the variable inten-
sity light source 114 to the physical pixel array 120. The
intensity of the light source is indicated within the variable
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light intensity source 114 (intensity 100 in Figure 2, in
arbitrary units), the percentage transmissivity/reflectivity
of each display element 121-127 is respectively indicated
(eg. 0%, 50%, 100%), and the perceived gray level of
the virtual pixel array 130 shown (on a scale of 0 to 100,
with 100 being the brightest and 0 being black). In effect,
the virtual pixel array 130 is what a viewer would see
when looking at the display, even if the physical pixel
array 120 is undergoing high speed movement in con-
junction with image processing driven pixel intensity rem-
apping as discussed in conjunction with Figures 3-5.
[0018] As can be seen by inspection of Figure 2, dis-
play element 124 of the physical pixel array 120 has
failed, so that the virtual pixel array 130 has a correspond-
ing dark pixel element 134. However, if the failure of dis-
play element 124 can be determined, remedial measures
to mitigate or entirely correct the failure can be employed.
As seen in Figure 3, the light modulator array of Figure
2 can be physically displaced by a single column to ef-
fectively share light (through time averaging) between
the dark display pixel 134 of the virtual pixel array 130
and an adjacent pixel 135. The physical displacement is
both high speed and oscillatory, with the physical pixels
being displaced one column and returned to their original
position several tens, hundreds, thousands, or even tens
of thousands times each second. In a typical arrange-
ment, oscillations on the order of 30 to 100 Hz are gen-
erally suitable. Absent any image processing, the virtual
pixel array 130 now does not have a single dark pixel
134, but instead blurs the array to have two gray pixels
134 and 135, each virtual pixel having a gray level of 50
instead of the desired gray level of 100. In addition, the
originally gray pixel 137 (having an original gray level of
20 derived from pixel 127 as seen in Figure 2) derives
half of its share of light with the adjacent physical pixel
element 126, brightening the virtual display pixel element
137 from a gray level of 20 to a gray level of 60 (20% +
100% divided by 2 to equal 60% light transmission/re-
flection/transmission).
[0019] Providing a deblurred, rescaled image with the
proper relative gray scale for a virtual pixel display ele-
ments is schematically illustrated in Figure 4. As seen in
Figure 4, image grayscale of pixels 121, 122, 126, and
127 are scaled down to 50 to match the shared grayscale
intensity of the dark display pixel and the adjacent pixel.
To prevent unwanted brightening of virtual pixel element
133, pixel 123 is scaled to have a grayscale intensity of
50 while physically in a position that provides virtual pixel
133, and a gray scale intensity of 100 when moved one
column leftward into the position that generates virtual
pixel 134. Similarly, pixel 125 is scaled to have a gray-
scale intensity of 100 while physically in a position that
provides virtual pixel 135, and a gray scale intensity of
50 when moved one column leftward into the position
that generates virtual pixel 136. As a result, the virtual
pixel array 130 now displays a uniform grayscale intensity
of 50 for each pixel element 131-136. In addition, to pro-
vide a correct gray scale for virtual pixel 137, pixel 126

must be scaled to have a grayscale intensity of 50 while
physically in a position that provides virtual pixel 136, and
a gray scale intensity of 10 when moved one column
leftward into the position that generates virtual pixel 137.
As seen in Figure 5, this rescaled image (with elements
131-136 having a perceived grayscale of 50, and element
137 having a perceived gray scale of 10) is corrected for
brightness by doubling (100 to 200) the light intensity of
the light intensity source 114. This brings the perceived
gray level back to the target value of 100 for pixels
131-136 (and 20 for pixel 137) in the virtual pixel array
130.
[0020] As will be appreciated, oscillatory movement of
a physical pixel array 120 is not limited to single pixel
displacements. Figure 6, which substantially corre-
sponds to the arrangement illustrated in Figure 3, shows
displacement of the physical pixel array 120 by three pixel
elements. In contrast to the arrangement illustrated in
Figures 2-5, the target value of all pixel elements in Figure
6 is 100, with the single failed pixel having a gray level
of 0. The shown displacement allows light from a single
failed modulator to be spread among three pixels, de-
creasing the required intensification of the light intensity
source 114 to bring the perceived level back to its target
gray level value of 100. In certain arrangements, oscilla-
tory pixel displacement can correspond to five, ten, or
more columns (or rows) using suitable actuators and pix-
el arrays having a suitably high switching speed.
[0021] In yet another arrangement, oscillatory move-
ment can be two dimensional. As seen in Figure 7, which
substantially corresponds to the arrangement illustrated
in Figure 3, shows displacement of the physical pixel ar-
ray 120 in two dimensions. Movement is by sequential
and repeated column displacement of one pixel leftward,
one row upward, one column rightward, and one row
downward back to the original position. Again, the target
value of all pixel elements is 100, with the single failed
pixel having a gray level of 0. This two dimensional dis-
placement allows light from a single failed modulator to
be spread among four adjacent pixels, decreasing the
required intensification of the light intensity source 114
to bring the perceived level back to its target gray level
value of 100. In certain arrangements oscillatory pixel
displacement can be varied to have other oscillatory pat-
terns. For example, movement could be by sequential
and repeated column displacement of ten pixels leftward,
one row upward, ten columns rightward, and one row
downward back to the original position, to provide a high
aspect rectangular pixel displacement orbit (as com-
pared to the square orbit of Figure 7). Other repeating
patterns can of course be employed as desired.
[0022] To aid in understanding the present invention,
the foregoing image processing and display mechanisms
are schematically illustrated with reference to Figure 8.
In operation, a light modulator failure compensation sys-
tem 80 requires a light modulator failure identification unit
81 to identify malfunctioning light modulators (physical
pixels in a one or two dimensional physical pixel array).
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Failure identification can be a one-time electronic or op-
tical inspection at a manufacturing facility, or more pref-
erably can be made "on the fly" during device warm-up
or operation. Optical identification can be as simple as
inspecting an array to see which element is anomalously
bright (or dark). Electronic identification can rely on ad-
dressing each light modulator to switch optical states
(gray levels) while simultaneously measuring capaci-
tance, resistance, or any other suitable electrical switch-
ing response properties, with failures being identified by
inappropriate electrical responses. For example, an elec-
trostatically actuated micromirror held in a non-reflective
state by stiction, damaged supports, or blocking debris
would not report a normally expected capacitance
change during switching, allowing it to be identified as a
failed light modulator.
[0023] If any light modulators have failed, the oscilla-
tory pixel displacement unit 82 is utilized to distribute light
from two or more physical pixels to each respective virtual
pixel in a virtual pixel array seen by a viewer. The physical
pixel array is moved by mechanical (as seen in Figures
4-7), optical (as seen in the following Figure 9) , or opto-
mechanical techniques (as seen in the following Figure
10) that cause periodic displacement of the physical array
of light. The extent, directionality, speed, and path of
physical pixel array movement can be controlled by on-
board or external digital or analog controllers, and can
be optionally adjusted to provide for better image com-
pensation. For example, a one dimensional movement
of the physical pixel array with a two or three pixel move-
ment shift may be initially adequate for light distribution.
However, as additional light modulators fail, two dimen-
sional movement at a higher speed may be required to
provide adequate image quality.
[0024] Positional and velocity information from the light
modulator failure identification unit 81 and the oscillatory
pixel displacement unit 82 is passed to image processing
software or firmware in the image shift compensator 83.
Again, the software can be onboard (directly formed on
the substrate as seen in Figure 1), or can be a separate
memory and logic module (digital or analog) connected
to the oscillatory pixel displacement unit and the elec-
tronics necessary for driving pixel image display. The
compensator 83 is used to shift image position in coor-
dination with periodic displacement of the oscillatory pixel
displacement unit 82. In operation, the digital information
used to provide a pixel image is periodically shifted one
or more pixels in coordination with the movement of the
physical array, so that two or more physical pixels togeth-
er create a virtual pixel. For example, as each pixel was
physically moved leftward two pixels, the pixel image dis-
play was moved rightward by two pixels, causing each
virtual pixel to appear to remain unchanged (and un-
blurred), even though three physical pixels are actually
providing light to a single virtual pixel.
[0025] As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art,
the image shift compensator 83 can optionally provide
for subpixel display precision using various hyperacuity

techniques. For example, sub-pixel edge placement is
enabled if specific light modulators are turned on not only
while at integral pixel distance intervals, but for some
amount of time while at a fractional distance from each
integral pixel position. While generally requiring a higher
frequency of oscillation of the physical array, hyperacuity
techniques based on timing can arbitrarily increase ef-
fective display resolution, and are particularly useful for
minimizing aliasing features that are easily detected by
human viewers.
[0026] Information from units 81, 82, and 83, including
any optional hyperacuity timing information, is passed to
an image intensity rescaling unit 84. As previously de-
scribed in connection with Figures 2-5, the rescaling unit
84 modifies some or all of the displayed gray levels of
light modulators in the physical pixel array. The image
intensity rescaling unit 84 controls this gray level adjust-
ment, with those light modulators positioned adjacent to
a failed light modulator generally having the greatest dif-
ferential gray level adjustment, and/or requiring rapid
switching of gray levels (depending on their physical pixel
position relative to the virtual pixel).
[0027] The loss in overall brightness can optionally be
corrected by use of a variable light source intensification
unit 85 (corresponding to light source 50 of Figure 1).
Compensation for loss of image brightness is possible
by simply increasing brightness of the light source inten-
sification unit 85. Such brightness correction is easier if
a large number of physical pixels provide each virtual
pixel, with a 2:1 physical to virtual pixel ratio (such as
discussed in connection with Figures 2-5) requiring a
doubling of light source brightness, while a 10:1 ratio only
requires about a 10% increase in brightness to provide
a fully corrected image 86. As will be appreciated by those
skilled in the art, because of greater viewer acceptance
of generalized or localized brightness variations as com-
pared to point or line defects, use of a variable light source
intensification unit 85 may not be required to satisfy view-
er expectations. In such a case, an approximately cor-
rected image 86 will be displayed, with brightness losses
in the vicinity of failed pixel elements being imperceptible
or at least not bothersome to a viewer. In addition, se-
lective image display intensity adjustments in the region
of the failed pixels, with minimal or negligible corrections
to far removed regions (for example, those regions po-
sitioned ten to a hundred pixels away from the failed pixel)
are contemplated. Again, because of known limits to hu-
man visual perception, such limited compensation may
provide adequate fault correction for viewers.
[0028] As will be appreciated, movement of the two
dimensional light modulator array (whether mechanical
or optical) does not have to be exclusively through step-
wise translation. Instead, movement may occur continu-
ously over a distance of multiple pixels, with acceleration
and deceleration occurring when a change of direction
of motion is required. Such a continuous motion profile
would result in the physical pixels occupying specific vir-
tual pixel locations for different amounts of time. With
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appropriate modifications, the image shift compensator
unit 83 can utilize information about the position and ve-
locity of the effective array motion to determine the ap-
propriate image shift and intensity corrections such as
described in connection with Figure 8. For example, an
implementation which utilizes oscillatory translation over
a distance of 20 pixels may have uniform velocity in the
centre of the oscillation, but will move slower at the end-
points. The image shift compensator can obtain informa-
tion about the motion through position feedback, through
velocity feedback, or through other means of prescribing
motion, such as a constraining motion to be a function
of time, and make corrections as necessary to display a
deblurred image.
[0029] In addition to physically moving the array (such
as discussed in connection with Figure 1) to create a
correspondence of two or more physical pixels to each
virtual pixel, it is possible to create such a correspond-
ence in conjunction with various optical or optomechan-
ical techniques. For example, Figure 9 illustrates a sche-
matic, partially broken away view of a fault tolerant dis-
play system 210 in accordance with the present inven-
tion, which is capable of supporting mechanisms for me-
chanically or optically compensating for failed, defective,
or intermittently operating pixels in a display. For teaching
purposes, Figure 9 illustrates a mirror based reflective
display 240 having row and column physical arrays 242
of pivotal mirrors 244 fixedly mounted to rotate with re-
spect to a substrate 212. However, as those skilled in
the art will appreciate, various other reflective or trans-
missive display devices, including those discussed in
connection with Figure 1, can be used in the present in-
vention.
[0030] In operation, a virtual gray scale pixel array im-
age 280 on a screen 282 can be produced by controlling
the bistable position of each pivotal mirror 244 in the
physical array 242, with each mirror selectively controlled
to reflect incident light to an absorber (not shown) or allow
its transmission to screen 282 via a pixel image displace-
ment mirror 270 (pivotably mounted on an actuator 272)
either directly or in conjunction with intervening projective
optics, magnifiers, or fixed reflectors (not shown). As
shown in Figure 9, an incident light beam 256 from light
source 250 strikes the physical array 242 of light modu-
lators, and is reflected in a desired image pattern toward
mirror 270. The mirror 270 can be rotated (for example,
at a 10Hz, 100HZ, 1000Hz, or greater frequency) by an
actuator 272 to displace the beam by a distance corre-
sponding to one or more virtual pixels of the virtual gray
scale pixel array image 280. Operation of actuator 272
for pivoting the mirror in direction 274 can be enabled in
either one, two, or three dimensions by electrostatic at-
traction, electromagnetic attraction, a piezovibrator, a
movable linear stage, an angular arm, or any other con-
ventional mechanism for periodically effecting rotation or
movement of mirror 270.
[0031] In a manner similar to that previously discussed
in connection with Figure 1, on-board control electronics

290 can be used for implementing various image
processing module units previously described in connec-
tion with Figure 8, including mirror fault identification, im-
age rescaling, optional hyperacuity processing and con-
trol of mirror 270 for virtual pixel movement. Movement
of mirror 270 is generally through a distance correspond-
ing to integral multiples of each row or column distance
in the virtual gray scale pixel array image 280. For ex-
ample, in the illustrated embodiment, the mirror 270 can
rotate a certain distance sufficient to allow each row 284
in the array 280 to occupy for a brief time the position of
an adjacent row 286. As will be appreciated, by use of a
two dimensional movement of mirror 270, full two dimen-
sional movement pixel displacement is also possible.
[0032] Figure 10 illustrates another embodiment of the
present invention for fault tolerant correction of damaged
physical pixel arrays. Fault tolerant display system 310
supports redundant arrays 385 mounted on substrate
312 for mechanically or optically compensating for failed,
defective, or intermittently operating pixels in a display.
System 310 includes a mirror based reflective display
340 having a row and column physical array 342 of pivotal
mirrors 344 mounted for bistable rotation with respect to
a substrate 312. The reflective display 340 is further
mounted on a movable element 314, similar to that dis-
cussed in connection with Figure 1, for supporting oscil-
latory movement of array 342. As those skilled in the art
will appreciate, various other reflective or transmissive
display devices, including those discussed in connection
with Figure 1, can be used in the present invention. In
addition, multiple redundant rows or columns are con-
templated for operation of alternative embodiments of
the present invention, with complete duplication of all
rows or columns of physical array 342 being within the
scope of the invention.
[0033] In operation, a virtual gray scale pixel array im-
age 380 on a screen 382 can be produced by controlling
the bistable position of each pivotal mirror 344 in the
physical array 342 of light modulators, with each mirror
selectively controlled to reflect incident light to an absorb-
er (not shown) or allow its transmission to screen 382 to
provide a virtual pixel array image 380. In the absence
of any pixel defects, incident light beam 356 from light
source 350 striking the redundant array 385 of light mod-
ulators is ordinarily reflected away from the screen 382.
If there are a few point light modulator defects, the phys-
ical array 342 can be oscillated (by piezovibrator 314 in
directions 316 and 318, for example) and subjected to
various image processing techniques such as discussed
in connection with Figure 8 to provide adequate fault cor-
rection. However, if there are a great many adjacent light
modulator failures in the physical array 342 resulting in
non-operative virtual pixels (for example, those failed vir-
tual rows 386), the foregoing described techniques may
be unable to fully compensate for the faults.
[0034] Fortunately, the embodiment of the invention
described in relation to Figure 10 allows for large scale
compensation of numerous row or column faults. A mirror
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370 can be rotated in direction 374 by actuator 372 to
map the reflected beam from the redundant array 385
from its initial virtual position (rows 384) onto the position
of failed virtual rows 386. Like the embodiment of the
invention discussed with reference to Figure 9, operation
of actuator 372 for pivoting the mirror can be enabled in
either one, two, or three dimensions by electrostatic at-
traction, electromagnetic attraction, a piezovibrator, a
movable linear stage, an angular arm, or any other con-
ventional mechanism for periodically effecting rotation or
movement of mirror 370. The mirror can be fixed in po-
sition to direct a virtual pixel image from redundant rows
to overlap rows of failed pixels. This can be a one time
adjustment of mirror position, or more typically the mirror
can be dynamically moved after operation of light mod-
ulator failure identification unit (such as described in con-
nection with Figure 8) to create an overlap of the redun-
dant virtual pixels and the failed virtual pixels. In certain
embodiments of the invention, large numbers of redun-
dant rows, including as many redundant rows as are
present in the physical array 342, can be positioned be-
side the physical array. In practice, two highly defective
physical arrays can be positioned to project an overlap-
ping virtual array, with the second physical array turning
on (when required) only those pixels that are positioned
to replace failed pixels in the first physical array. Such
an embodiment of the present invention allows two cost-
ly, yet defective, physical arrays to cooperate to emulate
a non-defective array. Since failure rates currently ap-
proach 80% to 90% for many varieties of high pixel den-
sity physical arrays, the present invention of combining
two defective physical arrays can be cost effective.
[0035] As seen in Figure 10, overlapping virtual pro-
jections from redundant rows and the physical array can
be employed in conjunction with an oscillatory fault com-
pensation mechanism such as describe in connection
with Figures 1-8. In those situations where the physical
array 342 of light modulators is oscillating in directions
316 or 318 (as a result of operation of piezovibrator 314),
the mirror 370 can be rotated in one or two dimensions
to track oscillatory movement of the physical array, in a
manner similar to that described in connection with Fig-
ure 9. This allows large scale row defects to be complete-
ly compensated for by virtual projections of redundant
arrays, while isolated pixel failures can be corrected for
using oscillatory movement and image processing such
as discussed in connection with Figures 1-8. In addition,
as those skilled in the art will appreciate, oscillatory move-
ment allows for straightforward replacement of failed pix-
els on an array edge. For example, the physical array
can be surrounded by ten or twenty rows (or columns)
of redundant arrays that are transiently moved into posi-
tion to provide replacement virtual pixels.

Claims

1. A visual display system comprising:

a light source (250),
a visible display surface (282),
a two dimensional light modulator array (242)
having a plurality of light modulators (244) ar-
ranged in a first row and a second row to mod-
ulate light from the light source (250), with light
modulated by the first row presented as a first
row (284) of pixels on the display surface (282),
and light modulated by the second row present-
ed as a second row (286) of pixels on the display
surface (282), and
at least one optical element (270) adapted, in a
first state, to direct light modulated by the first
and second rows (284, 286), respectively, to first
and second rows on the display surface (282);
and, in a second state, to direct the light modu-
lated by the first row (284) to the second row
(286) on the display surface (282); the at least
one optical element (270) being adapted to pe-
riodically switch between a first and a second
state so as to compensate for a failure in at least
one of the light modulators in the second row of
light modulators (244).

2. A visual display system according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one optical element (270) further com-
prises a movable mirror.

3. A visual display system according to claim 2, wherein
the movable mirror is oscillated at greater than a 10
Hz frequency.

4. A visual display system according to claim 1, 2 or 3,
wherein the plurality of light modulators (244) con-
trollably transmit and absorb light.

5. A visual display system according to claim 1, 2 or 3,
wherein the plurality of light modulators (244) reflect
light.

6. A visual display system according to any preceding
claim, wherein the at least one optical element (270)
can displace light from the array (242) in a column
direction, as well as in a row direction.

7. A visual display system according to any preceding
claim wherein the light source produces a variable
intensity light beam, and the system further compris-
es a light modulator failure compensation system
(80) for correcting for failure of at least one of the
plurality of light modulators (244), the light modulator
failure compensation system (80) having an image
rescaling module (84) to vary apparent light modu-
lator display intensity, and a light source intensity
control (85) for increasing intensity of the variable
intensity light beam.

8. A visual display system according to any of claims
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1 to 6, wherein:

the plurality of light modulators (244) define a
first image,
the at least one optical element (270) receives
the first image from the light modulator array
(242) and projects a second image, with the op-
tical element (270) controlled to periodically dis-
place the second image more frequently than
every 1/10 of a second, and
a light modulator failure compensation system
(80) for correcting for failure of at least one of
the plurality of light modulators (242), the light
modulator failure compensation system (80)
having an image shifting module (83) for rede-
fining the first image in coordination with periodic
displacement of the second image, and a res-
caling module (84) to reduce apparent light mod-
ulator display intensity for at least some light
modulators (28, 44) positioned adjacent to a
failed light modulator.

9. A visual display system according to claim 8, further
comprising a variable intensity light source (250) for
increasing light intensity to compensate for reduced
apparent light modulator display intensity.

Patentansprüche

1. Visualisierungssystem, das Folgendes umfasst:

eine Lichtquelle (250),
eine sichtbare Anzeigefläche (282),
eine zweidimensionale Lichtmodulatoranord-
nung (242) mit mehreren Lichtmodulatoren
(244), die in einer ersten Reihe und einer zwei-
ten Reihe angeordnet sind, um Licht von der
Lichtquelle (250) zu modulieren, wobei von der
ersten Reihe moduliertes Licht als eine erste
Reihe (284) von Pixeln auf der Anzeigefläche
(282) präsentiert wird und von der zweiten Reihe
moduliertes Licht als eine zweite Reihe (286)
von Pixeln auf der Anzeigefläche (282) präsen-
tiert wird, und
wenigstens ein optisches Element (270), das so
ausgelegt ist, dass es in einem ersten Zustand
jeweils von der ersten und zweiten Reihe (284,
286) moduliertes Licht zur ersten bzw. zweiten
Reihe auf der Anzeigefläche (282) leitet; und in
einem zweiten Zustand das von der ersten Rei-
he (284) modulierte Licht zu der zweiten Reihe
(286) auf der Anzeigefläche (282) leitet; wobei
das wenigstens eine optische Element (270)
zum periodischen Umschalten zwischen einem
ersten und einem zweiten Zustand ausgelegt ist,
um einen Ausfall in wenigstens einem der Licht-
modulatoren in der zweiten Reihe von Lichtmo-

dulatoren (244) zu kompensieren.

2. Visualisierungssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
wenigstens eine optische Element (270) ferner einen
beweglichen Spiegel umfasst.

3. Visualisierungssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei der
bewegliche Spiegel mit einer Frequenz von mehr als
10 Hz oszilliert wird.

4. Visualisierungssystem nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3,
wobei die mehreren Lichtmodulatoren (244) Licht re-
gulierbar transmittieren und absorbieren.

5. Visualisierungssystem nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3,
wobei die mehreren Lichtmodulatoren (244) Licht re-
flektieren.

6. Visualisierungssystem nach einem vorherigen An-
spruch, wobei das wenigstens eine optische Ele-
ment (270) Licht von der Anordnung (242) in einer
Spaltenrichtung sowie in einer Reihenrichtung ver-
schieben kann.

7. Visualisierungssystem nach einem vorherigen An-
spruch, wobei die Lichtquelle einen Lichtstrahl von
variabler Intensität erzeugt und das System ferner
ein Lichtmodulatorausfall-Kompensationssystem
(80) zum Korrigieren bei Ausfall von wenigstens ei-
nem der mehreren Lichtmodulatoren (244) umfasst,
wobei das Lichtmodulatorausfall-Kompensations-
system (80) ein Bildumskalierungsmodul (84) zum
Variieren der scheinbaren Anzeigeintensität des
Lichtmodulators und eine Lichtquellenintensitätsre-
gelung (85) zum Erhöhen der Intensität des Licht-
strahls von variabler Intensität aufweist.

8. Visualisierungssystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 6, wobei:

die mehreren Lichtmodulatoren (244) ein erstes
Bild definieren,
das wenigstens eine optische Element (270)
das erste Bild von der Lichtmodulatoranordnung
(242) empfängt und ein zweites Bild projiziert,
wobei das optische Element (270) so gesteuert
wird, dass es das zweite Bild häufiger als alle
1/10 einer Sekunde periodisch verschiebt, und
ein Lichtmodulatorausfall-Kompensationssys-
tem (80) zum Korrigieren bei Ausfall von wenigs-
tens einem der mehreren Lichtmodulatoren
(242), wobei das Lichtmodulatorausfall-Kom-
pensationssystem (80) ein Bildschiebemodul
(83) zum Umdefinieren des ersten Bildes in Ko-
ordination mit einer periodischen Verschiebung
des zweiten Bildes und ein Umskalierungsmo-
dul (84) zum Reduzieren der scheinbaren An-
zeigeintensität des Lichtmodulators für wenigs-
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tens einige Lichtmodulatoren (28, 44) aufweist,
die neben einem ausgefallenen Lichtmodulator
positioniert sind.

9. Visualisierungssystem nach Anspruch 8, das ferner
eine Lichtquelle (250) von variabler Intensität zum
Erhöhen der Lichtintensität zum Kompensieren ei-
ner reduzierten scheinbaren Anzeigeintensität des
Lichtmodulators umfasst.

Revendications

1. Un système d’affichage visuel comprenant :

une source de lumière (250),
une surface d’affichage visible (282),
une matrice de modulateurs de lumière bidimen-
sionnelle (242) possédant une pluralité de mo-
dulateurs de lumière (244) agencés en une pre-
mière rangée et une deuxième rangée de façon
à moduler une lumière provenant de la source
de lumière (250) avec une lumière modulée par
la première rangée présentée sous la forme
d’une première rangée (284) de pixels sur la sur-
face d’affichage (282), et une lumière modulée
par la deuxième rangée présentée sous la forme
d’une deuxième rangée (286) de pixels sur la
surface d’affichage (282), et
au moins un élément optique (270) adapté, dans
un premier état, de façon à diriger la lumière
modulée par les première et deuxième rangées
(284, 286) respectivement vers les première et
deuxième rangées sur la surface d’affichage
(282), et, dans un deuxième état, de façon à
diriger la lumière modulée par la première ran-
gée (284) vers la deuxième rangée (286) sur la
surface d’affichage (282), le au moins un élé-
ment optique (270) étant adapté de façon à com-
muter périodiquement entre un premier et un
deuxième état de façon à compenser une dé-
faillance dans au moins un des modulateurs de
lumière dans la deuxième rangée de modula-
teurs de lumière (244).

2. Un système d’affichage visuel selon la Revendica-
tion 1, où le au moins un élément optique (270) com-
prend en outre un miroir mobile.

3. Un système d’affichage visuel selon la Revendica-
tion 2, où le miroir mobile est oscillé à une fréquence
supérieure à 10 Hz.

4. Un système d’affichage visuel selon la Revendica-
tion 1, 2 ou 3. où la pluralité de modulateurs de lu-
mière (244) transmettent et absorbent la lumière de
manière régulable.

5. Un système d’affichage visuel selon la Revendica-
tion 1, 2 ou 3, où la pluralité de modulateurs de lu-
mière (244) réfléchissent la lumière.

6. Un système d’affichage visuel selon l’une quelcon-
que des Revendications précédentes, où le au moins
un élément optique (270) peut déplacer de la lumière
provenant de la matrice (242) dans une direction co-
lonne ainsi que dans une direction rangée.

7. Un système d’affichage visuel selon l’une quelcon-
que des Revendications précédentes où la source
de lumière produit un faisceau lumineux à intensité
variable, et le système comprend en outre un systè-
me de compensation de défaillance de modulateur
de lumière (80) destiné à corriger une défaillance
d’au moins un modulateur de la pluralité de modu-
lateurs de lumière (244), le système de compensa-
tion de défaillance de modulateur de lumière (80)
possédant un module de remise à l’échelle d’images
(84) destiné à varier une intensité d’affichage de mo-
dulateur de lumière apparente, et une commande
d’intensité de source de lumière (85) destinée à aug-
menter l’intensité du faisceau lumineux à intensité
variable.

8. Un système d’affichage visuel selon l’une quelcon-
que des Revendications 1 à 6, où :

la pluralité de modulateurs de lumière (244) dé-
finit une première image,
le au moins un élément optique (270) reçoit la
première image de la matrice de modulateurs
de lumière (242) et projette une deuxième image
avec l’élément optique (270) commandé de fa-
çon à déplacer périodiquement la deuxième
image plus fréquemment que tous les dixièmes
de seconde, et
un système de compensation de défaillance de
modulateur de lumière (80) destiné à corriger
une défaillance d’au moins un modulateur de la
pluralité de modulateurs de lumière (242), le
système de compensation de défaillance de mo-
dulateur de lumière (80) possédant un module
de décalage d’images (83) destiné à redéfinir la
première image en coordination avec un dépla-
cement périodique de la deuxième image, et un
module de remise à l’échelle (84) destiné à ré-
duire une intensité d’affichage de modulateur de
lumière apparente pour au moins certains mo-
dulateurs de lumière (28, 44) positionnés de ma-
nière adjacente à un modulateur de lumière dé-
faillant.

9. Un système d’affichage visuel selon la Revendica-
tion 8, comprenant en outre une source de lumière
à intensité variable (250) destinée à augmenter une
intensité lumineuse de façon à compenser une in-
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tensité d’affichage de modulateur de lumière appa-
rente réduite.
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